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 1. Motivation for long targets analysis 

2. Overview: 

=> HARP setup, track reconstruction and targets

3. pi+ production yield measurements : 

=> 20 cm and 40 cm long targets data 

4. Finding a new model to explain long target data:

=>Thin target pi+ production cross section from 
VERTEX4 reconstructions.

=> SW model parameters and comparisons 
5. MC yield predictions for long targets:

=> Overview of GEANT4 simulation

=> Long targets MC-data comparison 

6. Muon Neutrino flux 
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8 GeV protons

*  71 cm (10.2 cm*7 slugs) long beryllium target.

2cm Be 71 cm Be

Data:
Harp 2cm 

& E910

Fit 
SW model

Simulation particle 
production

Neutrino 
flux

BNB Monte Carlo

* Better to check HARP pion production data on 20.0 cm and 40.0 cm Be targets

1. Motivation for long targets analysis 

The Mechanism of BNB Production
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Overview of the HARP setup 

Primary Beam line 
(T9 beam) 
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v4 - track

v2 - track

Z = 0

x

Z Target

Interaction 
vertex

Down segment hit :
NDC2 or back plane 
(ndc3, ndc4, ndc5)
or both

NDC2 + Back-plane NDC1

proton

x-axis

z - axis

Cerenkov
detector

Bending
magnet

target

B

NDC1 NDC2

Back plane

TOFW

VERTEX 2 tracks ( p2 momentum): 
           connect down segment hit  to the
plane z = 0 at the center of the target.
This is called “vertex2 -algorithm”. 

Vertex2 tracks are correlated with the 
center plane of the target.

VERTEX 4 tracks  ( p4 momentum): 
          connect down segment hit  to a 3D
segment of NDC1 chamber. This is called
“vertex4-algorithm”.

p2 and p4 momentum reconstructions
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Correlation of p2 and p4 momentum with the target length 

Since p2 is highly correlated with center 
plane, 
p2 tracks have an asymmetry at the edges
 

Since p4 does not correlate with center 
plane, this is good for long targets.  
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HARP measurements from three Be targets

Be5 – 2.0 cm MB50 – 20.0 cm MB100 – 40.0 cm 

DATA Beam radius cut 
(reduce the edge

effect)

P.O.T

MB100 0.4 cm 622791

MB50 0.4 cm 814749

Empty 0.4 cm 475776

Be5 1.0 cm 13070000

Empty 1.0 cm 1990000
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Yield measurement overview

Particle ID
effciency and

migration matrix

d 2N α

dpdΩ
( p ,θ)= 1

Δ pΔΩ
.M α .α '

−1 (M pθ . p ' θ '
−1 [ N target

α ' ( p ' ,θ ' )
N 0

−
N empty

α ' ( p ' ,θ' )
N empty

])

Absorption / decay of
secondaries :– before they hit the

TOF 
Momentum migration

Track reconstruction
effciency

  electrons veto
cut

Geometric
acceptance
correction

M pθ . p' θ '
−1 = 1

εe−veto( p' ,θ' )
.

1

1−ηabsorb( p ' ,θ ' x ,θ ' y)
. M p . p '

−1 (θ' ) .(1−ηtert ( p ' ,θ ' x ,θ ' y))

.
1

εacc(θ ' )
.

1

εrec( p' ,θ' x ,θ' y)

MC Correction for Tertiary
particles created

downstream the  target
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MB50 data
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MB100 data
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Thin target cross section measurement overview

t :Thickness of the target
ρ :Target density
A :Molar mass of the target

Changes from the yield measurements : 

* Add cross section factor. 

*  Tertiary particle correction:  used every tertiary particle that created within
the  target or outside the target.

Real challenge: 

    * Understanding the incoming beam effects on the first drift chamber. 
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 Be5 cross section comparison :
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1. Sanford-Wang model (SW:thesis): 

2. Extended SW model (ESW): 

Where 

Where 

Fitting HARP data with two Sanford Wang models

  Ref: M. G. Catanesi et al. [HARP Collaboration],
arXiv:hep-ex/0702024

Beam momentum = p_beam = 8.89 GeV/c

Data : Fitting Be5 p2 and E910 (SW thesis)
 
c1 = 220.7;  c2 = 1.080; c3 = 1.0; c4 = 1.978; c5 =
1.320;  c6 = 5.572; c7 = 0.08678; c8 = 9.686;  
c9 = 1.0;

Ref : A. A. Aguilar-Arevalo, et al., The Neutrino
Flux prediction at MiniBooNE, Phys.Rev. D79
(2009) 072002

Data :Be5 p2-data (ESW:p2)

 c1 = 5.13; c2 = 1.87;  c3 = 6.67; c4 = c5 = 1.56;
c6 = 11.9;  c7 = 0.173; c8 = 19.8;  c9 = 16.0;

Data :Be5 p4-data (ESW:p4)

 C1 = 5.39; C2 = 2.30; C3 = 7.19 C4 = C5 = 1.17
 C6 = 11.2; C7 = 0.191; C8 = 18.4; C9 = 13.2

  Ref: M. G. Catanesi et al. [HARP Collaboration],
arXiv:hep-ex/0702024
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ESW:p4  fitting algorithm 

Correlation coefficients of ESW parameters  

Diagonal elements only
 

● Absorption correction (sys)
● Tertiary particle correction (sys)
● Overall normalization

 covariance matrices
 

● Absorption correction (stat)
● Tertiary particle correction (stat)
● Reconstruction efficiency (stat)
● Particle ID (sys)
● e-veto (stat)
● Momentum migration (sys + stat)

Chi2/dof = 125.4 / 70
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 Best fitted Be5 cross section comparison :
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Overview of Geant4 simulator

Be target and decay 
region geometry,
Shapes, locations,

 Material types
Ex: Be , Al, ...etc 

Define 
primary 
protons

 Interactions 
with matter

Secondary Particle 
Production:

P, n, π+/- ,K+/- ,K0  

Identification 
of 

neutrinos 

Production 
cross section 

data:
HARP, BNL E910, NA61 .. etc

Physics Models: 
Such as 

Sanford-Wang
Feynman scaling
for interpolation

Secondary particles
 propagate 
through the 

geometric space 
According to 

G4 framework

If hadronic 
Interaction ?

If 
particle
decay?
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Data - BooNE MC comparison : MB50 (20 cm) pi+ yield
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Data - BooNE MC comparison : MB100 (40 cm) pi+ yield
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Muon neutrino flux comparison:

Total flux (0-3 GeV) = 5.47 E-10 (υμ /POT/cm^2)
Integrated ratio = (ESW:p4)/(SW:thesis) = 1.061
(6% higher than 2007 April  flux) 

SW:p2 & E910 = 2007 April generated flux 

MC statistics for p2 and p4:
P.O.T =5,000,000,000 

*  This will help to reduce systematics on CCQE cross section measurements. 
*  2007 flux has a 10% error on it but this study will help to reduce the error.
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BNB MC
=>

Extrapolate
 2Cm →  71 cm

Existing model 
does not predict 

long target results well 

Motivated 
to compare 

20cm and 40 cm 
HARP data analysis

Finding a new Model ?
choosing Vertex4 thin data

Compare 
thick data – MC 

Has a good 
agreement

Comparison of 
predicted nu_mu fluxes

Shows 
6% 

Increase !
Which is within the 

10% flux error

Short Summary
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Thank you !
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Backup slides 
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Data - BooNE MC comparison : Be5 yield
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 υ
μ
  flux ratios 
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MC Yield ratio plots for all three targets: 30 <= θ <=210 mrad
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MC Yield ratio plots for all three targets: 

  θ  > 210 mrad

 θ  < 30 mrad
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Vertex2 momentum reconstruction : long target
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